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Batch Photo Anonymity is designed to help you protect your privacy by deleting EXIF / XMP data and ITPC profile
information from your photos. For example, you can use it to remove the coordinates, the date and time or camera
module from digital photos. It supports multiple picture fomats, including TIF, PNG, JPG, PSD, MNG, RAW, NEF,
CR2. Batch Photo Anonymity Features: - Freeware - Support multiple image formats - Remove EXIF/XMP/ITPC
information in batch - Support hot key to quickly run the application. - Automatically hide the extension of images. Hide comments, titles and so on Batch Photo Anonymity uses the best methods to remove EXIF / XMP data, and clean
up the ITPC information, such as coordinate information. The coordinates will not be deleted from photos. Removing
EXIF/XMP data This program is for the EXIF/XMP information. In addition, it allows you to remove the attribute values
such as camera model, exposure time, and some other metadata. You will find the exact location of the information that
you want to remove from the EXIF/XMP data. Note You can select the following filter properties: Name Camera model
Exposure time Date GMT offset Other attributes Highlight color Highlight frequency White balance White balance
temperature ISO Date time [show] Location [hide] Camera's type [hide] Focus mode [hide] Focal length [hide] Focal
distance [hide] Lens information [hide] Extension [hide] Thumbnails [hide] Pictures [hide] Date and Time [hide]
Brightness [hide] Contrast [hide] Sharpness [hide] Hue [hide] Gamma [hide] Black levels [hide] Red levels [hide] Green
levels [hide] Blue levels [hide] WHITE BAL
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• To remove the coordinates, date, time and/or camera module from digital photos. • To remove EXIF / XMP profile
information from your photos. • To generate a new JPG file. • To change the width, height and quality of a photo. • To
add watermarks to a photo. • To edit an existing one. • To add custom profile information. • To add mask to a photo. •
To add face detection and face recognition. • To add face tracking and face recognition. • To add blur. • To use
Photoshop action. • To use batch processing. • To add the effect of black & white, sepia, colorize and grayscale to your
photos. Key Features:  An EXIF / XMP removal tool.  Protect your privacy by remove EXIF / XMP data and ITPC
profile information from digital photos.  Change the width, height and quality of a photo.  Remove watermarks from
your photos.  Add custom profile information to your photos.  Add mask to your photos.  Use Photoshop action to
generate a new JPG file.  Edit an existing one.  Use Face detection and face recognition to add face recognition and
face tracking.  Use blur to remove noise from your photos.  Use Batch processing to process a large number of photos
at once.  Use Face recognition to find your face in a large number of photos.  Use face tracking to automatically
follow your face.  You can add effects to your photos.  You can create a photo slideshow using your photos.  You
can save your photos in multiple formats.  You can generate a JPG file.  You can use Photoshop action to make your
photos look professional.  Your privacy is protected by removing EXIF / XMP data and ITPC profile information from
your photos.  Run any Photoshop action with just one click.  Automatic processing of multiple photos.  Adjust the
image quality, density and contrast.  Remove image noise and blurs.  Apply many effects to photos.  Detect faces
automatically and apply a watermark. 77a5ca646e
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Photography is a favorite hobby among millions of people. It is also one of the most popular ways to record and store the
good memories of our life. But, you might know that the digital pictures that we take are usually the first things that get
leaked to the Internet. If the pictures are leaked, we often cannot delete them. It is very frustrating. How to use Batch
Photo Anonymity? Batch Photo Anonymity includes a batch photo deletion and batch photo anonymization tool. To
remove EXIF, XMP and other meta data from multiple photos at once, you just need to choose photos that you want to
remove EXIF and XMP data from in “Batch Photo Anonymity”. After you click “Modify” button, batch photo deletion
or batch photo anonymization will be performed. Step1. Choose photos that you want to remove EXIF and XMP data
from. Step2. Click “Modify” to start photo modification. You can change and edit the modified photos as you want in
“Modify”. Step3. Select photos that you want to remove EXIF and XMP data from and click “Preview”. After that, you
can preview the modified photos by selecting them or clicking “Refresh” button. If you want to delete EXIF, XMP and
other meta data from the image and its EXIF and XMP data should be removed. If not, you can just select the EXIF and
XMP data of the image and click “Del” to delete it. But if you want to remove EXIF, XMP and other meta data from the
image and its EXIF and XMP data should not be deleted. In this case, you can select the EXIF and XMP data of the
image and click “Checkbox” to select or unselect it, and click “Del” to delete it. If you want to remove EXIF, XMP and
other meta data from the image and its EXIF and XMP data should be removed. If not, you can select the EXIF and
XMP data of the image and click “Del” to delete it. If you want to remove EXIF, XMP and other meta data from the
image and its EXIF and XMP data should not be deleted. In this case, you can select the
What's New In?

Batch Photo Anonymity is designed to help you protect your privacy by deleting EXIF / XMP data and ITPC profile
information from your photos. For example, you can use it to remove the coordinates, the date and time or camera
module from digital photos. It supports multiple picture fomats, including TIF, PNG, JPG, PSD, MNG, RAW, NEF,
CR2. Description: GridView is a fully functional and customizable Grid based ListView component for Windows Phone.
With GridView, you can have a beautiful, elegant, and fully functional ListView control. GridView lets you make your
control look exactly like you want. Description: Eye Dropper is a Windows Forms component for Windows that is
designed to be used to select pixels/dots in an image. You can use the component to take a screenshot of a form and even
a Windows dialog box. You can save the selected pixels to a file as a bitmap (bmp) or in a jpg or png format.
Description: PerfMon is a simple utility that allows you to view and measure the performance of your computer by
logging the current CPU, disk, network, memory, and video counters on your system. Description: Smart Byte is a VCL
component to create interactive and resizable tables of bytes, characters, hexadecimal numbers and text without the use
of control components such as the TListView component. You can use Smart Byte to create a table, view, editor, etc.
with a clear, human-friendly GUI interface and in order to help you present to your user data in the most efficient way
possible. Description: TestDAT provides functions and objects which can be used to test the different types of data
included in the ComponentOne Data Storage (C1DS) class library. It is based on the functions/objects provided by the
ComponentOne Data Storage (C1DS) library. The test project creates classes for the different data storage types and tests
them through using functions and objects from the C1DS library. Description: FX Comparer is a.NET library to compare
two or more FX files and produce a report describing the differences. Description: The DTHelper component lets you
intercept messages from the DirectSound components and replaces these messages with the results of calls to a listener
procedure you specify. It is used to create game content or effects for games that use DirectSound. Description: OS
Compatibility Checker is a.NET library that is designed to provide support for identifying the Windows platform version
of the computer on which the application will execute. The library is intended to be used in conjunction with the
Description: Overview: CreoSoft is a professional Digital Design Tool Suite software that is very easy to use and offers a
good collection of tools to create Professional Graphics
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System Requirements:

Memory - 2 GB RAM Processor - 1.4 GHz Processor Hard Disk Space - 500 MB Graphics - Nvidia GeForce 8400GS or
HD 4000 Sound Card - DirectX compatible sound card In most cases, you can add one more display for a total of 4
displays in a single system. You may also wish to experiment with different video cards to find the best combination for
your needs. 3.2: Black Screen or Low Display Depending on the type of file you are viewing, the screen may go black
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